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The breakdown phase of the UNU-ICTP plasma focus (PF) device was successfully simulated

using the electromagnetic particle in cell method. A clear uplift of the current sheath (CS) layer

was observed near the insulator surface, accompanied with an exponential increase in the plasma

density. Both phenomena were found to coincide with the surge in the electric current, which is in-

dicative of voltage breakdown. Simulations performed on the device with different insulator

lengths showed an increase in the fast ionization wave velocity with length. The voltage breakdown

time was found to scale linearly with the insulator length. Different spatial profiles of the CS elec-

tron density, and the associated degree of uniformity, were found to vary with different insulator

lengths. The ordering, according to the degree of uniformity, among insulator lengths of 19, 22,

and 26 mm agreed with that in terms of soft X-ray radiation yield observed from experiments. This

suggests a direct correlation between CS density homogeneity near breakdown and the radiation

yield performance. These studies were performed with a linearly increasing voltage time profile as

input to the PF device. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4897930]

INTRODUCTION

A plasma focus (PF) creates a moving current sheath

(CS) that collapses at the top of the anode (central electrode

of coaxial electrode assembly) to generate radiation consist-

ing of energetic charged particles, neutrons (for the case of

deuterium operation) and X-rays.1–3 Connected to a capaci-

tor bank, a plasma focus device is fed by a high voltage

pulse. The high voltage creates an electron avalanche culmi-

nating in the formation of the CS that results in voltage

breakdown. This is followed by the axial run down phase,

where the current increases to few to several hundreds of

kilo-amperes creating a large magnetic field that lifts and

drives the CS down the tube. When the CS reaches the open

end of the anode, it pinches radially towards the axis. The

plasma is then compressed in z-pinch fashion and becomes

highly dense with temperature high enough to initiate nu-

clear fusion for deuterium operation and creating energetic

ion- and electron- beams as well as X-ray radiation.

Many factors affect the radiation yield from a PF. Given

a specific PF configuration and gas pressure, the performance

is also found to be sensitive to the variation in the insulator

length placed across the electrodes at its closed end. A num-

ber of experimental studies have been conducted to study the

effect on PF dynamics and performance by changing the in-

sulator length4–8 Zakaullah et al.4 investigated the neutron

performance of their PF device with Pyrex as the insulator

material of lengths 16, 22, and 30 mm at 12 kV with varying

pressures (from 1–12 mbar). It was found that the highest

neutron yield was achieved by 22 mm sleeve at about 9 mbar.

Rawat et al.5 and Zhang et al.6 conducted a series of

experiments on UNU-ICTP PF device to measure the soft

X-ray yield with varying effective Pyrex insulator lengths of

19, 22, and 25 mm operated at 14 kV with varying pressures

(from 2–8 mbar) using neon as the background gas.

Coincidentally, the highest X-ray yield was achieved at

22 mm across all pressures below 6 mbar, above which all

different variants showed almost similar performance. As for

hard X ray studies, Habibi et al.7,8 varied their effective insu-

lator sleeve length from 30 to 60 mm, with pressure ranging

from 6 to 8 Torr. The optimum hard X ray yield was found

with lengths of about 50 to 55 mm. Similar with other per-

formance studies, the dependence of yield on the insulator

length exhibits a complex dependence.

Recently, an electromagnetic particle in cell (EMPIC)

model, with Monte Carlo charged neutral particle collisions

incorporated,9 has been successfully developed by us to sim-

ulate the breakdown phase of a PF configuration up to the

point of voltage breakdown. In that model, an input voltage

with a linear increasing voltage profile was applied across

the cathode back plate and the anode. An electron avalanche

principally due to electron impact ionization was observed,

followed by a sliding discharge across the gas insulator when

the electron density reached a high enough value. This slid-

ing discharge eventually bridged the inter-electrode gap,

resulting in a rapid rise in the magnetic field and circuit cur-

rent. At this point, the electron density experienced a further

exponential increase in value, and an upward lifting off of

the sheath layer near the cathode plate was observed. The

time of this lift off coincided with the beginning of further

rise in electron density, corresponding to the point of voltage

breakdown.

In this paper, the effects of varying insulator sleeve length

on the breakdown properties of the sliding discharge and the

CS electron density in UNU-ICTP PF device has been
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investigated by applying an appropriate input voltage profile

typical of the UNU-ICTP device operation. Specific to the

breakdown properties, the speed of the fast ionization wave

which drives the sliding discharge and the voltage breakdown

times were computed. A comparison of the CS density spatial

profiles shows clear differences in the respective homogene-

ities which may explain why certain insulator lengths give

better radiation yields. No theory exists as yet to explain the

observed pattern of the yield dependence on the insulator

length. It is a common belief in the plasma focus community

that a homogeneous and symmetric CS is essential for good

PF yield performance.10 However, filamentary structures have

been observed in CS and do not affect the PF performance.11

Therefore, the initial stage in a plasma focus discharge is a

subject of particular interest that needs attention. Our present

numerical work is an attempt to investigate this important

area.

METHODOLOGY

Numerical studies on the velocities of the fast ionization

waves and the plasma density of the CS with varying insula-

tor lengths were carried out based on the UNU-ICTP PF con-

figuration, where the Pyrex insulator sleeve encasing the

anode separates the anode from the cathode at the closed end

of the electrode assembly. Referring to Figure 1, the outer

surface of the insulator is in contact with the cathode.

Dimensions of this device are as follows: the anode radius is

10 mm, insulator thickness is 3 mm and the cathode wall ra-

dius is 35 mm. Lengthwise, the anode (as well as cathode) is

160 mm long. An operating pressure of 400 Pa was assumed

with hydrogen as the filling gas.

The 2D EMPIC method, in cylindrical coordinates with

all the three velocity components was used to simulate the

movement and interaction of the charged particles in the

plasma with both the external and self generated electromag-

netic fields coupled with Monte Carlo collisions involving

electron and ion scattering with the background neutral gas.

Processes include electron impact ionization, excitation of

neutrals by electrons and elastic collisions of ions and elec-

trons with neutrals. In addition to electron impact ionization,

it is also essential to consider ionization on the vertical cath-

ode wall by energetic photons emitted as a result of de-

excitation processes taking place in the bulk volume. Details

concerning the different kinetic processes and the simulation

methodology are described in Ref. 9. Briefly stated, the EM

fields were updated using the Maxwell curl equations: for

the azimuthal magnetic field H,
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The radial and axial electric fields Er and Ez were advanced via Ampere’s law, in the presence of radial and axial plasma cur-

rents, Ir and Iz:
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and j is the dielectric constant of the local medium. Given

the EM fields which are defined on the grid, the charged par-

ticles were then pushed by the relativistic equations of

motion.

Collisions of the charged particles with neutrals were

effected through the null collision method, with the post col-

lision velocities updated accordingly from momentum and

energy conservation.

A simulation was initiated by a voltage wave applied

across the electrodes with a linearly increasing time profile

of 6� 1011 V/s, a value suitably chosen to match the rising

edge of a typical UNU-ICTP device voltage pulse. Six differ-

ent insulator lengths were considered, namely, 19, 22, 26,

30, 35, and 40 mm. A current conserving scheme suited for

EMPIC which conserves both charge and current, was for-

mulated in this study. Also, in every run, the simulation was

terminated soon after voltage breakdown took place, since

the linearly increasing voltage time profile can no longer be

valid beyond this point.

RESULTS

Ionization wave

During the course of CS formation, in the presence of a

spatially non-uniform electric field (especially near the verti-

cal cathode plate above the insulator where the field is

strongest), a sliding discharge is initiated at some point in

time. This happens when the local space charge reaches a

certain threshold to generate an electric field that opposes the

external field, which results in a reduced local electric field.

Simulations across all the insulator lengths yielded a local

electron density threshold of about 1012 cm�3.

FIG. 1. Schematic of UNU-ICTP configuration.

FIG. 2. Electron densities at various times, 22 mm insulator length. The numbers next to the color column correspond to the power in the electron density.
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Presented in Figure 2 is a series of electron density snap-

shots taken at various times for the 22 mm insulator sleeve

length, with density scale ranging from 10� to 1014 cm�3.

Note that the numbers next to the color column in Figure 2

correspond to the power in the electron density. A narrow

streamer is clearly visible around z¼1 cm at 12.85 ns. As

time progresses, the streamer glides along the insulator sur-

face and eventually connects with the anode at about 16.2 ns.

Figure 3 provides another series of snapshots of the slid-

ing discharge at different times in a more detailed and clearer

manner. Measured along the y axis is the exponent x of the

local electron density averaged radially over the thin surface

plasma layer whose value is 10x cm�3. The propagating ioni-

zation wave is clearly evident. As this wave glides along the

insulator surface, the gas at the wave front undergoes further

ionization. Behind the wake of the ionization wave front is a

quasi-homogeneous plasma layer which constitutes a seg-

ment of the CS in the making.

This (fast) ionization wave moves with a constant veloc-

ity, associated with the ionization density. Consequently, the

FIG. 3. Snapshots of the ionization wave for 22 mm insulator length.

FIG. 4. Propagation of the ionization wavefront along the top surface of the

22 mm long insulator. FIG. 5. Velocity of the ionization wave for different insulator lengths.
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electron density in the wave assumes the functional form

ne(z,t)¼ne(z�Vt), where V is the velocity of the ionization

wave. The velocity can be computed by following the location

of a certain fixed density with time. Two densities of

1012 cm�3 and 2� 1012cm�3 were chosen in our computation

for all the lengths, and expectedly, both densities yielded ve-

locity values that are close to each other for any given length.

As such, all results that are presented below are based on the

1012 cm�3 as the ionization wave front. Because of different

insulator lengths, the starting location of this density wave-

front and the corresponding time of formation may differ.

When the location of the wavefront was traced in time, a lin-

ear temporal profile was obtained. Figure 4 shows this linear

ionization wave propagation for the 22 mm insulator length.

Different slopes were found for the different lengths, indi-

cating that the speed of the sliding discharge is insulator

length dependent. This is due to the fact that the external elec-

tric field spatial profile (along the axial direction) is sensitive

to the dielectric length. The different velocities are plotted in

Figure 5 which shows a general increase of the ionization

wave velocity with length, up to around 6� 106 m/s, after

which it drops. Computed velocities in the order of 106 m/s

are consistent with the value expected from a fast ionization

wave. It is also in line with the measured propagation velocity

from the sliding discharge of PF1000 type of PF devices.12

Voltage breakdown

Voltage breakdown of the PF device occurs when the slid-

ing discharge connects with the anode, forming the CS. At this

point, the current begins to increase exponentially,

accompanied with a similar increase in the plasma density. In

our previous work,9 it was shown that the formed CS experi-

enced an initial liftoff in the region near the cathode end in the

PF configuration where the insulator and the anode surfaces

were flushed. A similar lifting off was found in the UNU-ICTP

configuration of the protruded insulator (see the 16.29 ns case

of Figure 2) and happens around the same time of sudden cur-

rent and density increase (Figure 6). There are three indicators

of voltage breakdown, namely, exponential current and density

increase, as well as the initial CS lift off. The time when these

events take place simultaneously is the breakdown time.

When the breakdown times for different insulator

lengths were plotted, a linear graph was found (Figure 7).

For the same applied voltage profile, the breakdown time

therefore scales linearly with the length of the insulator.

If we were to follow the ionization wave propagation to

the point when it reached the anode, together with the known

the breakdown time, the initial time and location of the

wavefront, we found that the time taken to close the gap at

the end of the insulator and the anode, namely, the vertical

section of the insulator, is similar across the different

lengths. This is expected since the insulator thickness is the

same for all the lengths. Velocity of this vertical ionization

wave was found to be 4.2� 106 m/s.

Current sheath homogeneity

Different spatial profiles of the CS over the upper insula-

tor surface were observed across different insulator lengths.

Spatial plots of the CS at breakdown are shown in Figure 8,

where the electron density presented is the radial average

over the thin sheath. Also, the minimum and maximum axial

limits for density computation are set at the points when its

value goes above and below 1012 cm�3, respectively, since

the value is the order of magnitude expected of the density.

Thus, the spread of the sheath beyond the insulator length

was factored in.

Comparing the plots, it is readily seen that the average

electron density shows a gentle increase with insulator

length, within the order of magnitude of 1012 cm�3. There

are also subtle differences in the spatial density profiles and

hence degree of uniformity. As a measure of the density uni-

formity of the CS, the standard deviation as a percentage of

the averaged value was computed. A comparison of the
FIG. 6. Surge of (a) current and (b) density at about 16.2 ns for the 22 mm

insulator length.

FIG. 7. Simulated voltage breakdown time as a function of insulator length.
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variations shows that the 22 mm insulator length yields the

highest degree in density homogeneity. This coincides with

the experimental result, for the same UNU-ICTP device but

operated in neon gas,5 that among the three insulator lengths

of 19, 22, and 25 mm, the 22 mm configuration generated the

best X ray yield. This is followed by the 19 mm length with

the 25 mm case yielded the least radiation efficiency. This

order of efficiency is also observed from our results, except

that the degree of density homogeneity takes the place of

radiation yield.

Results from our simulations also revealed the presence

spatial density oscillations in the CS in the 35 and 40 mm

cases. No oscillations were found for shorter insulator lengths.

An oscillatory behaviour of density profile might herald an

instability that may grow in time, causing possible breakup in

the CS homogeneity at a later stage. This discovery may

FIG. 8. Spatial electron density of the CS at breakdown.
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explain why long insulator lengths do not work well in the

UNU-ICTP. Our results obtained (at breakdown) are thus con-

sistent with experimental findings, allowing the possibility of

judging PF performance through the spatial density profile of

CS at breakdown. No physical model is, however, available at

this time to validate our conjecture.

CONCLUSION

The UNU-ICTP kind of PF device with its insulator sit-

ting atop the anode was successfully simulated. Simulated

voltage breakdown times were of the order compatible to

experiments. We have simulated the formation and propaga-

tion of fast ionization waves during the formation of CS

across different insulators, with the corresponding velocities

obtained and reported.

The density spatial profile of the CS was also computed.

Our simulations demonstrated the dependence of the electron

density and its degree of homogeneity on the insulator

length, which might translate to the difference in radiation

yield performance. Although it is not possible to carry the

simulation into the pinch phase using our present codes, it

would truly be a breakthrough in plasma focus research if

the performance of radiation yield could directly be corre-

lated to the CS spatial density profile at breakdown.
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